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Lesson-8

ض ك ق

بِْسِم اهللِ الرَّْحمِٰن الرَِّحيْمِ 
ََلمُ عَٰٰل رَُسْوِل اهللِ  ٰلوةُ وَالسَّ اَلَْحمُْد هلِلِ وَالصَّ

ََلمُ  عَلَيُْكمْ َورَْحمَةُ اهللِ وَبََرََكتُه   اَلسَّ



Approximately
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Relax & Smile! 

You are the best! Why? The Prophet pbuh said so! 

You learn best and remember more when you feel good!
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Take a deep 
breath



The Letter Poem1
مَ 
  
  
  

َف  وَ َب   1
are from the lips

2

Tongue has many; 
12 from the tip

3

At the end is:  ا

(with Fathah)

With action 
please!  

(to remember 
attributes)



First letter of today! 



How to say ض

• Scrape the tip of the tongue where the upper 
teeth meets the gums 

• Bite the right side of the tongue with the teeth on 
the right side.  So, the tongue is bitten on the top 
and the bottom

• Now turn the right side of the tongue up a little, 
and then touch the lower bitten area with top 
right side that you have been scraping to say ض

• Plz note you don’t have to scrape or bite every 
time!   This is just to help you identify the areas. 

• You can do that with left or both!

Idea from Br. Jamal Mohtanick



Shape of Letter ض

Shape of the letter has also to do with tongue .



Shape of Letter ض

Touch the right side of it!  That becomes the face of ض
Add the body to it.



Shape of Letter ض



Shape of Letter ض

Very thick & High Sounding



Touch the edge of the tongue to the roots of the 
molars, either to the right or left. 

Image is from the book of  Sheik Ayman Suwaid

Shape of the tongue!
Very thick & High Sounding



“The one who taught by the pen”

Strokes for Arabic Letters





Short Form – Can you guess it?



Short Form

2. Put the connector

1. Identify the face!
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ضـ ض
Full Form  Short Form

(Beginning or middle)
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ضـ ض
ـضـ ـض

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)

Connectors from previous letters



ضـرب
المغـضـوببعـض
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االر

4th

Examples

ضـ ض
ـضـ ـض
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With Fathah

َضـ َض 
ـَضـ ـَض 

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



Second Letter



Shape of Letter ك

 Look at the couch.   ك loves to relax on a couch.  Its shape is like a just couch.  
ك  couch…



Shape of Letter ك

Kaap carries a cap in its lap!



Shape of Letter ك

Kaaf with a cap in its lap!



Why the cap in its lap? 

So that you don’t mix it with Laam!!! 



Touch the inner part part of the tongue to the roof of the 
mouth right at the back.

Image is from the book of  Sheik Ayman Suwaid





Short Form of ك is very special!  Watch its cap!







Its wearing its cap!



A cap + a twisted line!

Short Form of ك



Why cap on the top & a twisted line? Don’t mix it with Laam!!! 

KaafLaam



Another clue: It is bent like a part of K



Short Form

2. Put the connector

1. Identify the face!

Wears the cap &
Bends a little!
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كـ ك
Full Form  Short Form

(Beginning or middle)
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كـ ك
ـكـ ـك

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)

Connectors from previous letters



ملـك
كـان
لـكـم
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يأتو

4th

Examples

كـ ك
ـكـ ـك
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With Fathah

كَـ كَ 
ـَكـ ـكَ 

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



Third Letter



Shape of Letter ق

All of us love the Qur’an, the book of Allah.  
The word Quran starts with  ق



Shape of Letter ق

The word Quran starts with  ق .  It has two dots on its head. 



Shape of Letter ق

A high-sounding letter



Image is from the book of  Sheik Ayman Suwaid

Touch the inner part of the tongue to the roof of the mouth 
right at the back (behind the uvula)





Short Form

2. Put the connector

1. Identify the face!
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قـ ق
Full Form  Short Form

(Beginning or middle)
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قـ ق
ـقـ ـق

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)

Connectors from previous letters



خلـق
قـل
العـقـد
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حا

4th

Examples

قـ ق
ـقـ ـق
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With Fathah

قَـ قَ 
ـقَـ ـقَ 

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



Many words start with…

like, as كَـ



Lets practice reading the new letters…



ـضَ 



ـقَــضَ 



ـقَ ـقَــضَ 



ـض ــقَ ـقَــضَ 



كَ ـض ــقَ ـقَــضَ 



ـَكـ



قَــَكـ



ـقَـقَــَكـ



ـكَ ـقَـقَــَكـ



ض ــكَ ـقَـقَــَكـ



Don’t Mix the letters!
Each one has a unique sound or appearance

Sound Appearance



Spot the difference!

َف  قَ 
فَـ قَـ
ـفَـ ـقَـ



Spot the difference!

ة قَ 
ـة ـق
- قَـ
- ـقَـ



ظَ  َض 
َظـ َضـ
ـَظـ ـَضـ

Spot the difference!



Lets revise what we learnt in previous lessons



ـتَ 



ـثَ ـتَ 



ـَف ـثَ ـتَ 



ـبَ ـَف ـثَ ـتَ 



ـمَ ـبَ ـَف ـثَ ـتَ 



ـط َ



ـظـ ـط َ



ـصَ ـظـ ـط َ



ـَس ـصَ ـظـ ـط َ



ـةَ ـَس ـصَ ـظـ ـط َ



ـوَ 



ـدَ ـوَ 



ـذَ ـدَ ـوَ 



ـرَ ـذَ ـدَ ـوَ 



ـزَ ـرَ ـذَ ـدَ ـوَ 



ـنَ 



ـلَ ـنَ 



ـيَ ـلَ ـنَ 



ـَش ـيَ ـلَ ـنَ 



ـجَ ـَش ـيَ ـلَ ـنَ 



Let’s Play a Game!

I will show you different words.  

You will identify the letter that I want. 



Where is ...?



Where is ...?



المغضوب
Where is ...?



المغضوب
Where is ...?



Where is ...?



Where is ...?



Where is Kaaf?



Where is Kaaf?



Where is Kaaf?



Where is Kaaf?



Where is Kaaf?



Where is Kaaf?



Where is Qaaf?



Where is Qaaf?



Where is Qaaf?



Where is Qaaf?



Where is Qaaf?



Where is Qaaf?



The Letter Poem1
مَ 
  
  
  

َف  وَ َب   1
are from the lips

2

Tongue has many; 
12 from the tip

3

At the end is:  ا

(with Fathah)

With action 
please!  

(to remember 
attributes)



Spoken Arabic
Selections are such that they occur most in the Qur’an!
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أَنْتِ 
 ُ نَّ أَنْت

You

You all

هِيَ 
هُنَّ 

She

They



ََلمُ عَلَيُْكمْ  وَالسَّ
َورَْحمَةُ اهللِ وَبََرََكتُه   

That’s it for now.
See you in the next lesson.

Keep praying: رَّبِ زِْدنِْي ِعلْمًا 
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